Supplemental Instructions for using the 6 or 7mm Camera Rods
with P&T Camera Head and Roller or Mini Camera head
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To connect the P&T Camera head to the 6mm or 7mm Video rods with the
camera roller:
1) First, slide Camera Roller over end of rod
2) Connect camera to rod by aligning 8 pin
male connector to 8 pin female connector
on the end of the camera and tighten screw.
3) Slide Camera roller back over camera,
tighten screw on bottom of roller into
end of camera. (do not over tighten if
using stabilizing ring)
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This setup allows you to push the Camera Roller along smaller Pipes/vents
and around corners. If you want to eliminate the flexibility of the red
connection for use in Larger, straight pipes/vents add the Stabilizing Ring
(Part# 3590).
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Slide the Stabilizing ring (#4) over rod and
screw into back of Roller. Note: This will tighten the screw on the back of
the roller further. To minimize, hold roller Screw (#3) in one hand while
screwing on the ring.

To connect the Mini Camera head to
the 6 or 7mm Video rod:
1) Slip Camera protection sleeve
on first if needed. (not pictured)
2) Align camera head with rod
connector and connect.
3) Turn screw connector on end of
rod to tighten securely.
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To attach the Stand to the Camera Reel insert the top of the long end of the stand under and into the
slot in the end of the belt clip. Twist the black plastic knob until it overlaps the flat metal plate of the
Belt clip as shown in the pictures above. To remove, reverse process.
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